
Make Screen Time, Homework & Chores Easier
…and Give Your Kids Better Habits for Life!

Imagine…your family is free of screen time battles, 
homework hassles, and chore wars. Distracted 
children are now motivated. Daily routines are 
established. Family life is fun again.

Here at Habyts, we help busy families find the right balance to make good use of computer technologies for education, 
entertainment and more. We’re happy for our kids to use screens within limits – including, of course, for homework – 
but we also expect them to do their chores to earn their recreation privileges. We built Habyts to help families around 
the world build these good habits for life.

Study Time Increased and 
Social Media Decreased

Try Habyts for free! Go to https://habyts.com/focus/educating-matters/  

After your free trial, use promocode HABYTSMATTERS to get a discount when you subscribe!

Regulates screen time
Eliminates homework distractions
Motivates your kids without nagging

Habyts is the family habit-building app that:

Habyts works even when you’re not there – and also when the kids aren’t at home (Habyts covers 3G/4G and any other network). 
You can also add other adults to your account, so that control can be shared with nannies or childminders.

Habyts works across your kids’ different devices (Android, Windows PCs, iPhones and iPads) to:

“ I like knowing what my kids 
are doing on the computer 

without checking on
 them very often…

I can monitor how long 
they do certain things on
 the computer. Study Time 

increased and social 
media decreased…I loved it! ”

- Nicole D

Click here

enforce sensible time limits & schedules – so ‘time adds up’ across devices.

block out homework distractions – so kids can use Wikipedia and Microsoft 
Word for homework, but not social media or games apps. Time spent studying 
counts separately from play time!

incentivise tasks with extra play time – so your child can earn 10 extra minutes 
screen time for putting the recycling out on a Tuesday.

allow other, non-screen time rewards to encourage responsibility.

filter harmful websites to protect your kids.

require some tasks to be done before screen time. Perhaps your house rules 
are that homework must be done or the dog fed before playtime – these rules 
can be set flexibly.

report on what they’re doing on their devices – both online and offline.

allow shared devices – so if your kids all use the family PC, when they sign in 
to Habyts their individual settings will apply.

let parents stay in control - by app or browser - wherever you are.

https://sb252.isrefer.com/go/HAB_PC_TryHabyts/HAB_EducatingMatters_0001/

